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Abstract
The current study investigates whether mere stereotypes are sufficient to modulate empathic
responses to other people’s (mis)fortunes, how these modulations manifest in the brain, and
whether affective and neural responses relate to endorsing harm against different outgroup targets.
Participants feel least bad when misfortunes befall envied targets, and worst when misfortunes
befall pitied targets, as compared to ingroup targets. Participants are also least willing to endorse
harming pitied targets, despite pitied targets being outgroup members. However, those participants
who exhibit increased activation in functionally-defined insula/MFG when viewing pity targets
experience positive events not only report feeling worse about those events, but also more willing
to harm pity targets in a tradeoff scenario. Similarly, increased activation in anatomically-defined
bilateral anterior insula, in response to positive events, predicts increased willingness to harm envy
targets, but decreased willingness to harm ingroup targets, above and beyond self-reported affect
in response to the events. Stereotypes’ specific content, and not just outgroup membership,
modulates empathic responses and related behavioral consequences including harm.

A cursory reading of the emotion, empathy, and perception-action literatures might leave
one with the impression that people spontaneously experience empathy in response to seeing
another person in distress (Carr, Iacoboni, Dubeau, Mazziotta, & Lenzi, 2003; Preston &
DeWaal, 2002; see however Decety, 2011; Jacob, 2008). Recent developments in social
psychological and cognitive neuroscience research suggest otherwise: People frequently fail
to empathize to the same extent with outgroup members as ingroup members (Batson &
Ahmad, 2009; Chiao & Mathur, 2010; Stephan & Finlay, 1999). For example, White
participants report greater empathy for, and assign less punitive punishments to White as
compared to Black criminal defendants (Johnson et al., 2002); Black and White participants,
at least those who exhibit greater implicit racial bias, have a stronger (empathic)
sensorimotor response when watching an ingroup member’s hand being pricked by a pin,
compared to the hand of an outgroup member (Avenanti, Sirigu, & Aglioti, 2010); White
and Asian participants demonstrate relatively less activation in the shared neural circuit for
pain when viewing other-race as compared to same-race faces being pricked by a needle
(Xu, Zuo, Wang, & Han, 2009).

Not all outgroups are equivalent, however. Depending on the target, people may feel not
only less empathy, but also pleasure—Schadenfreude—in response to outgroup members’
misfortunes (Cikara, Botvinick, & Fiske, 2011; Leach & Spears, 2009; Smith et al., 1996;
Smith, Powell, Combs, & Schurtz, 2009): as one example, participants smile more when an
envied person, compared to an ingroup target, experiences a negative event (e.g., sits in gum
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on a park bench, Cikara & Fiske, in press). In contrast, there may also be specific outgroups
for whom people feel even more empathy than ingroup members when they suffer a
misfortune: college students report feeling worse when an elderly person as compared to
another college student experiences a negative event (e.g., accidentally walks into a glass
door, Cikara & Fiske, in press). Furthermore, no intergroup empathy study of which we are
aware has assessed empathy for positive events, which demonstrably varies as a function of
group membership. Indeed, participants report feeling worse when an envied person
experiences a positive event (e.g., finds a lost sentimental possession), as compared to a
pitied or ingroup target (Cikara & Fiske, in press). Thus it seems that the effect of group
membership on empathy is more nuanced than merely ingroup versus outgroup responses to
negative events.

One reason social psychologists and more recently cognitive neuroscientists have been
interested in understanding empathy is because it is such a potent predictor of helping
behavior (e.g., Batson, Van Lange, Ahmad, & Lishner, 2003; Decety & Ickes, 2009). When
watching a fellow soccer fan receive an electric shock, self-reported empathic concern and
increased activity in anterior insula—part of the shared neural circuit for pain—predicts
participants’ willingness to engage in costly helping behavior (i.e., participants volunteer to
receive an electric shock in order to reduce the shock to their fellow fan; Hein, Silani,
Preuschoff, Batson, & Singer, 2010). Pleasure in response to others’ pain, on the other hand,
may yield at best indifference to targets’ suffering, and at worst facilitate active harm against
them (Cikara, Bruneau, & Saxe, in press). Red Sox and Yankees fans, who show more
ventral striatum activity—which is correlated with self-reported pleasure—when watching
their rival fail to score, also report being more likely to actively harm the rival team’s fans
(Cikara, Botvinick, & Fiske, 2011). Similarly, soccer fans who exhibit ventral striatum
activity, when watching a rival team’s fan receive a painful electric shock, are unwilling to
relieve the rival’s pain by receiving half of the electric shock themselves (Hein et al. 2010).

In the current study, we examine whether specific stereotype content, absent overt category
group labels (i.e., ingroup/outgroup), is sufficient to modulate empathy in response to both
negative and positive events, as indexed by self-reported affect and neural activation. In
order to investigate the effect of group membership on behavioral tendencies, we assess
participants’ willingness to harm ingroup and outgroup targets in a tradeoff scenario; we
then examine how self-reported empathy and neural responses to targets’ good and bad
fortunes predict willingness to harm.

Not all Outgroups are Equivalent: Stereotype Content Model
Recent research in social cognition has firmly established that people differentiate each
other not simply along an ingroup/outgroup boundary, but also by the extent to which they
specifically (dis)like and (dis)respect a target or group. The Stereotype Content Model
(SCM; Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007; Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, &
Xu, 2002) organizes beliefs about social and cultural groups along two fundamental
dimensions: perceived warmth and competence. Whether a social group is cooperative or
competitive will determine if they apparently have intent to help or harm the culturally
dominant group (or ingroup), which guides people’s perceptions of that social group’s
warmth. Likewise, whether a social group does or does not have high status will determine if
they apparently have capability to harm the ingroup, which will guide people’s perceptions
of the social group’s competence. This 2 (low/high warmth) X 2 (low/high competence)
mapping describes four broad stereotype categories and the emotional responses those
categories elicit. Groups high on both warmth and competence (e.g., Americans, college
students) elicit pride, whereas groups low on both warmth and competence (e.g., homeless
people, drug addicts) elicit disgust. Groups falling in the mixed quadrants elicit ambivalent
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emotions; pity is elicited by people perceived as low in competence but high in warmth
(e.g., elderly people, disabled people), whereas envy is reserved for people perceived as high
in competence but low in warmth (e.g., rich people, Asians, Jews, business people).

Consequences of Empathy Modulation
The prejudices predicted by the SCM matter because they have implications for behavior
(i.e., helping and harm). Envied persons and groups are frequently targets of passive helping
(e.g., associating), but also active harm (e.g., attack, sabotage) when conditions permit,
whereas pitied targets are frequently recipients of active helping (e.g., assistance) but
passive harm (e.g., neglect). Pride targets receive both active and passive help, whereas
disgusting targets are the worst off because they receive both active harm and passive harm
and are dehumanized (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2007; Harris & Fiske, 2006, 2009).

Empathy is a potent predictor of prosocial behavior (Batson, 2010), so it stands to reason
that the extent to which people exhibit neural empathic resonance (i.e., increased ACC and
AI in response to targets’ negative events, and relatively decreased ACC and AI in response
to positive events) will be negatively related to how much they are willing to subject those
targets to harm (Hein et al., 2010). Therefore, in this study, we ask participants two weeks
after scanning to report the extent to which they would be willing to subject different targets
from the SCM to receive a painful electric shock, to keep four other unspecified people from
receiving the shock.

Overview and Hypotheses
In the current study, participants respond to positive, negative, and neutral events happening
to a variety of targets from the SCM. We predict that knowledge of a group’s stereotype will
spontaneously activate different kinds of prejudice, depending on the status (competence)
and cooperativeness (warmth) of the target (Fiske et al., 2002, 2007). If stereotypes are
sufficient to modulate behavioral and neural indicators of empathy, it suggests that groups
need not have a long history of interaction to elicit variation in these empathy-related
responses. Furthermore, examining the effects of the warmth and competence dimensions
per se, not the groups themselves, allows predictions about responses to any social group
based solely on its stereotype content.

Self-report predictions
As a validation check on the SCM, we predict that participants will report that pride and pity
targets are warmer than envy and disgust targets; likewise, participants will report pride and
envy targets are more competent than pity and disgust targets. Second, concerning
misfortunes for each type of outgroup: we hypothesize that participants will report feeling
relatively better about negative events that happen to envied targets, as compared to targets
from the pride quadrant (the ingroup, Cuddy et al., 2008), because envy is one potent
predictor of Schadenfreude (Smith et al., 1996; Van Dijk, Ouwerkerk, Goslinga, Nieweg, &
Gallucci, 2006). But participants will report feeling worse when negative events befall a
pitied target as compared to an pride/ingroup target, even though pity targets represent
outgroup members. Surprisingly, previous data demonstrate that participants report feeling
similarly about disgusting targets’ as compared to ingroup pride targets’ misfortunes (see
Cikara & Fiske, in press); we expect to replicate those findings here, though these ratings are
subject to social desirability constraints (one argument for simultaneously collecting fMRI
data). Finally, we predict the opposite pattern for positive events: that is, people will feel
best when positive events happen to pitied targets, and worst when positive events happen to
envied targets (with pride and disgust targets in the middle).
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We are also interested in assessing whether affective or neural responses relate to individual
differences in endorsement of active harm against outgroup targets, so we ask participants
how likely they would be to volunteer different targets from the SCM to receive painful
electric shocks in a tradeoff scenario (see methods). We predict that participants will be
more willing to volunteer envy and disgust targets (who receive active harm) than pity and
pride targets (who receive active help) to experience harm (Cuddy et al., 2007).

fMRI predictions
Experiencing pain is related to increased hemodynamic response in the “pain matrix,” which
includes the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) extending dorsally into supplementary motor
area (SMA), the anterior insula (AI), and subcortical structures (Jackson, Raineville, &
Decety, 2006). The ACC and AI are also reliably activated when observers learn of or
witness other people in physical pain (e.g., listening to painfully loud noises, receiving
electric shocks, making facial expressions of pain; Botvinick et al., 2005; Lamm, Batson, &
Decety, 2007; Singer et al., 2004). Thus, these regions have been hypothesized to serve as a
“functional bridge” between an empathic observer and a suffering target (Sommerville &
Decety, 2006). ACC and AI activity, in response to perceiving a person in pain, correlate
with participants’ reports of perceived pain (Saarela et al., 2006), and increase when
participants are instructed to take the perspective of the victim (Lamm et al., 2007).
Important for the current study, participants exhibit reduced ACC and AI activity (i.e., a
counter-empathic response) when they perceive a racial outgroup, as compared to ingroup
member, experience pain (as noted earlier).

If ACC and AI responses mirror the behavioral predictions, we expect that participants will
exhibit greatest ACC and AI activation in response to pity targets’ misfortunes, least ACC
and AI activation in response to envy target’s misfortunes, and moderate ACC and AI
responses to pride/ingroup and disgust targets’ misfortunes. This hypothesis is complicated
by the fact that disgust-inducing stimuli (including stigmatized individuals; Krendl, Macrae,
Kelley, Fugelsang, & Heatherton, 2006) also reliably elicit AI and ACC activation (e.g.,
Wicker et al., 2003). Many previous studies of empathic pain use stimuli that likely disgust
participants (e.g., needles pricking body parts), confounding the influence of participants’
own disgust with empathy for the target in pain. Because we include disgust targets, among
other targets experiencing positive and negative events (only one of which is also inherently
disgusting: “stepped in dog poo”), we can assess the relative effects of the targets (do
disgust targets elicit greater ACC and AI responses as compared to other targets?), the
events (do negative events elicit greater ACC and AI responses than positive events?), and
the interaction of the two (e.g., do negative events only elicit more ACC and AI than
positive events for pity targets?).

In contrast, decreased ACC and AI in response to pleasant experiences (as compared to
misfortunes) constitutes an empathic response to positive events. Said another way,
increased ACC and AI in response to others’ positive experiences constitutes a counter-
empathic response. Indeed, participants exhibit greater ACC and AI in response to a
competitor’s disadvantageous economic outcomes (Sanfey, Rilling, Aronson, Nystrom, &
Cohen, 2003) and greater ACC in response to social competitors’ positive experiences
(Takahashi et al., 2009). We predict that participants will exhibit least ACC and AI
activation in response to pity targets experiencing good fortunes, most ACC and AI
activation in response to envy targets experiencing good fortunes, and moderate ACC and
AI activation in response pride and disgust targets (though the above caveat for disgust
targets applies here as well).
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Correlations between self-report and neural measures
Participants’ self-reported affective responses may or may not correlate reliably with the
proposed patterns of activation, due to social desirability effects. Previous research has
demonstrated a dissociation between physiological responses and self-reports in the context
of empathy for SCM targets: though people smile more when envied targets suffer a
misfortune, they report feeling neutral (Cikara & Fiske, in press). Thus, the relationship
between self-report and neural responses may be weak or nonexistent, particularly in the
case of negative events, because of the social undesirability of expressing diminished
empathy or overt pleasure in this context.

Finally, we predict that decreased responses in ACC and AI in response to targets’
misfortunes will be related to increased willingness to subject those targets to harm.
Similarly, we predict that increased ACC and AI activity in response to positive events will
be related to increased willingness to harm. In contrast to the self-reported affect measures,
we have framed the harm question as a tradeoff scenario, which loosens the social
desirability constraints: participants are able to respond in a manner that represents both
their willingness to spare the other people in the scenario and their willingness to harm the
target. The unspecified people to be spared are held constant, however, so we can attribute
individual differences in harm-response variability to participants’ reliance on stereotype
content.

Method
Participants

Participants were 21 healthy volunteers (12 Female, Mage = 20.1, SD = 1.55) recruited from
the Princeton University paid experiments website. All participants were right-handed,
native English speakers with no history of psychiatric or neurological problems, and had
normal or corrected vision. Written informed consent from each participant and
experimental procedures complied with the guidelines of Princeton University’s Institutional
Review Board.

Stimuli
A pilot sample (N=29) rated the three types of events (without SCM targets) to confirm that
they were perceived as negative, neutral, and positive, respectively. Examples of each event
follow: “Found a $5 bill on the street” (positive), “Tied their shoe” (neutral), “Had a
stomach ache after lunch” (negative). On a scale ranging from 1 (extremely negative) to 10
(extremely positive), negative events were rated most negative (M=3.61, SD =.58), followed
by neutral events (M=6.38, SD=.51; note that 5.5 is the midpoint of the scale), and positive
events were rated most positive (M=8.40, SD=.50).

Each main-study participant saw and rated 27 events: 9 positive, 9 neutral, and 9 negative
events. Each event was randomly paired with a picture of one person from each SCM
quadrant in turn (i.e., a ‘pride,’ ‘envy,’ ‘pity,’ and ‘disgust’ target, respectively); 27 events,
each paired once with each of the four quadrants, yielded 108 distinct target-event pairs total
(Figure 1). Participants saw each distinct target-event pair four times over the course of the
experiment, yielding 432 trials total. None of the events reflect good/bad intentions or more/
less capability and therefore could not be more easily associated with some SCM targets
than others.

The target images were drawn from a bank of 48, which included 12 images per quadrant.
The targets were not labeled according to group membership. Not every participant saw the
same sample of images because they were sampled without replacement within event type
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(i.e., positive, neutral, negative). In other words, for any given participant, a specific target
from a given quadrant could be randomly paired with a positive, negative, or neutral event
(or some subset thereof) over the course of the study, but never 2 positive events. These
pictures have been previously validated as evoking the predicted emotional responses
(Harris & Fiske, 2006).

Procedure
Participants arrived to the console room, gave consent, and became acquainted with the task.
Participants were told to imagine they were witnessing the event happen to the target in the
photograph. Each trial consisted of a 2s exposure to a target-event pair presented
simultaneously as a picture and an event phrase. After each stimulus, participants pressed a
button using a touch pad to report that they had successfully seen the stimulus (this was to
ensure that participants had not missed the stimuli, given their brief exposure time). Trials
were separated by jittered inter-trial intervals (duration: 4 or 6 s), during which participants
were instructed to fixate on a white cross-hair in the center of the black screen.

Participants saw each of the 108 distinct target-event pairs 4 times over the course of the
scanning session, viewing 432 trials total. The order in which the images appeared was
randomized between participants using Analysis of Functional Neuro-Images (AFNI; Cox,
1996) ‘rsfgen’ program, which generates randomized stimulus timing files, creates an ideal
reference function for each of files, and evaluates the quality of the experimental design
using AFNI 3dDeconvolve.

Pilot testing revealed that the 2s exposure was too brief for participants to be able to encode
the target and read the event happening to the target when the target-event pairs were
completely novel. As a result, we trained participants on all of the events during the
anatomical scan—which took place before the functional scans—by showing them each
event (without a target) four times, for 2 s each time. Event order was randomized across the
training period. This allowed participants to become acquainted with the pace of the
exposures and the content of the events themselves. In the post-study debrief, all participants
reported being able to process both the target and the event during the functional runs.1

During the functional scans, the images were projected onto a screen at the rear of the bore
of the magnet. Participants viewed these images via an angled mirror placed above their
eyes and attached to the radio-frequency coil. Stimuli were presented using E-prime, version
1.2 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.: http://www.pstnet.com), and participants responded in
the scanner using a fiber-optic touchpad (Current Designs Inc.: http://www.curdes.com/
response), which they held in their right hand.

Self-report measures—After their scanning session, participants rated each target-event
pair they had seen in the scanner (“How would this make you feel?” 1 = extremely bad, 9 =
extremely good). Participants were instructed to answer this question in response to the
target’s experience in order to minimize ambiguity regarding about what they should report
feeling good and bad. Order of questions was counterbalanced between trials. Participants
also rated the warmth and competence of each target they had seen earlier throughout the
scan: “As viewed by society, how WARM is this person?” “As viewed by society, how

1We tested whether the training session was sufficient to allow participants to encode both the image and the event within 2s. Five
judges (3 female, Mage = 23) underwent the “event-training” session: they viewed each event four times, for 2s, without a paired
SCM target. Afterwards, judges viewed the 108 distinct target-event pairs. At the end of each 2s exposure judges described the target
and the event to the experimenter. Target/event accuracy ranged from 99.1% (107 correct) - 100% (M = 99.5%). All judges reported
that it was very easy to encode both the image and the event within 2 s, having had the event-training experience.
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COMPETENT is this person?” The response scale ranged from 1 (not at all) to 9
(extremely), and order of questions was counterbalanced between trials.

Follow-up questionnaire—We contacted participants 1–2 weeks after we scanned them
with a websurvey. Participants were presented with the following scenario: “You are
participating in a ‘Fear Factor’ type game show and have just won a challenge. This exempts
you from the “punishment” the rest of the players face: they are all going to receive mild
electric shocks, which are painful, but not lethal. The game show host gives YOU the choice
to decide whether all five of the players are going to get shocks or if one person should get a
stronger shock (which is again, painful, but not lethal) while you spare the other four.”
Afterwards participants were presented with each target from the scan and asked, one at a
time, to imagine that each target was the ONE person they could shock to keep the other
players from receiving their punishments. For each target, participants reported how willing
they would be to volunteer the person to receive a shock so that the others could avoid the
punishment (rated likelihood was 1= not at all, 7 = extremely). Several participants did not
compete the follow up; all analyses including ratings of willingness to harm include N = 17.

Framing the harm question in terms of a tradeoff is useful because it forces people to weigh
alternatives that may reveal spontaneous biases, which are otherwise difficult for
experimenters to detect and for participants to report (Cikara, Farnsworth, Harris, & Fiske,
2010). If instead we had asked “how willing would you personally be to administer an
electric shock to this target?” we would have seen no variance, as all would refuse. The
demand characteristics are loosened in a tradeoff because participants are able to respond in
a manner that represents both their willingness to spare the other contestants and their
willingness to harm the target. Because the “contestants to be spared” are held constant and
unspecified, response variation reflects differences in willingness to harm particular kinds of
targets. Furthermore, the game-show scenario creates a situation in which stereotypes
associated with the targets constitute the only information available for participants’
consideration. Participants may treat all targets equivalently, or rely on stereotype content to
guide their willingness to harm individuals.

fMRI Acquisition
At the beginning of each scan session, a high-resolution T-1 weighted anatomical image
(T1-MPRAGE, 0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm) was acquired for use in registering activity to each
participant’s anatomy and for spatially normalizing data across participants. Echo-planar
images were acquired using a 3.0 T Siemens Allegra head-dedicated scanner (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) with a standard “bird-cage” head coil (TR = 2000 msec, TE = 30 msec,
196mm FOV, matrix size = 64 × 64). Near whole-brain coverage was achieved with 32
interleaved 3.6 mm axial slices.

fMRI Preprocessing and Data Analysis
Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM5; Wellcome Department of Imaging
Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK) preprocessed the neuroimaging data.
Functional (T2*) volumes were realigned to the first volume to correct for participant head
motion, using a rigid-body transformation. The mean functional volume was then registered
to the anatomical (T1) volume using an affine transformation. The anatomical volume was
then segmented and warped to the Montreal Neurological Institute standard space and the
warp solution was applied to the functional volumes. SPM subjected the data to spatial
smoothing with an 8-mm full width at half minimum Gaussian kernel. Final voxel size: 3 ×
3 × 3 mm.
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Task-related activity was measured using a window of 2 s, during which target-event pairs
appeared on the screen. For each participant, AFNI computed mean BOLD signal in each
condition within the 2 s in the response window. For statistical analysis, each stimulus time
series was convolved with a hemodynamic response function to create a unique regressor for
each of the 12 conditions: positive, negative, and neutral events, each happening to disgust,
envy, pity, and pride targets. In addition, regressors of noninterest were included in the
multiple regression model to factor out variance associated with participant head motion,
and mean, linear, and quadratic trends in each run.

Whole brain exploratory analyses were performed with a voxel-wise significance threshold
of p < .005. AlphaSim (included in AFNI) corrected for multiple comparisons. A Monte
Carlo simulation determined a minimum cluster size of 99 voxels to achieve corrected
significance of p < .05 for whole-brain contrasts, with a voxel-wise threshold of p < .005.

Whole-brain contrasts—The contrasts between parameter estimates for different
experimental conditions within each participant were submitted to a group analysis that
treated the variability between participants as a random effect. Statistical parametric maps
were derived from the resulting t values associated with each voxel. AFNI’s 3dANOVA3
program conducted a 3 (negative/neutral/positive events) × 4 (disgust/envy/pity/pride target)
× 21 (participants) ANOVA to examine the main effects of event type and target, and the
event x target interaction. We created masks of all clusters that surpassed the minimum
threshold designated by rsfgen, and calculated the mean coefficients for each participant, for
each condition in that cluster. Neither harm nor affect ratings were included in the GLM
used to define these regions.

Anatomical region of interest (ROI) analyses—Based on previous findings regarding
the empathic pain network—ACC and AI (see, Jackson et al., 2006 for meta-analysis)—we
drew anatomical masks for each subject individually (ACC masks drawn according to
landmarks from Paus et al., 2006; AI masks drawn according to Crespo-Facorro et al.,
2000). We then extracted average parameter estimates in each person’s mask, in response to
each of the 12 conditions, respectively. Using anatomically defined, a priori ROIs ensures
that any analyses examining the relationship between neural activity in these ROIs, affect,
and harm are independent (Vul, Harris, Winkielman, & Pashler, 2009).

Results
Self-report Results

We did not observe any participant gender differences in the self-reported affect, harm
ratings, fMRI, or fMRI/harm regression results, so all analyses collapse over gender. All p-
values correspond to two-tailed tests unless we note otherwise.

Warmth and competence ratings—In line with our hypotheses, participants rated pride
(M = 6.29, SD = 0.58) and pity targets (M = 6.54, SD = 0.76) as significantly warmer than
envy (M = 6.83, SD = 1.18) and disgust targets (M = 3.33, SD = 0.85), Fwarmth(1,20) =
229.15, p < .001, η2

p = .92. Participants also rated pride (M = 7.43, SD = 0.65) and envy
targets (M = 6.77, SD = 1.16) as significantly more competent than pity (M = 4.58, SD =
1.02) and disgust targets (M = 2.24, SD = 0.54), Fcompetence(1,20) = 415.12, p < .001, η2

p = .
95.

Affect ratings—A 4 (disgust/envy/pity/pride target) × 3 (positive/neutral/negative event)
within-subjects ANOVA predicted participants’ affective ratings. Both the main effect of
target, Ftarget(3, 60) = 4.53, p < .05, ηp

2 = .19, and the main effect of event, Fevent(1.09,
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21.82) = 86.69, p < .01, ηp
2 = .81, were significant (df values are adjusted where the

sphericity assumption is violated; we report Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values). The
main effects were qualified by a significant interaction, Ftargetxevent(2.03, 40.60) = 13.02, p
< .01, ηp

2 = .39: As predicted, participants reported that they felt worst when negative
events befell pity targets (M = 2.81, SD = 1.02), surprisingly followed by disgust (M = 3.06,
SD = 0.92), then pride targets (M = 3.60, SD = 1.17), and least bad (almost neutral) when
negative events befell envy targets (M = 4.20, SD = 1.31; 5 is the midpoint of the scale), all
pair-wise ts(20) > 3.2, p < .01, except disgust-pity, t(20) = 1.86, p = .07 (Figure 2).

Participants also reported that they felt best when positive events happened to pity targets
(M = 7.11, SD = 0.93), followed by pride (M = 6.89, SD = 0.79), then disgust (M = 6.82, SD
= 0.94), and felt least good when positive events happened to envy targets (M = 6.25, SD =
1.09). Envy means were significantly lower than pride, pity, and disgust in response to
positive events, ts(20) > 2.2, p < .05; none of the other targets differed significantly from
one another (Figure 2).

Harm ratings—A 2(warmth) × 2(competence) within-subjects ANOVA demonstrated a
main effect of warmth on willingness to harm, Fwarmth(1,16) = 23.78, p < .001, η2

p = .60,
and a main effect of competence, Fcompetence(1,16) = 41.09, p < .001, η2

p = .72; these were
qualified by a significant interaction, Fwarmthxcompetence(1,16) = 11.02, p < .01, η2

p = .41. As
predicted, participants reported that they would be more willing to volunteer an envy target
(M = 3.97, SD = 1.22) to receive an electric shock, than pity (M = 1.42, SD = 0.42),
tenvy-pity(16) = 8.60, p < .001, disgust (M = 3.31, SD = 1.35), tenvy-disgust(16) = 2.09, p = .05,
and pride targets (M = 3.40, SD = 1.14), though this last comparison was only significant
with a one-tailed test, tenvy-pride(16) = 1.74, p = .05, one-tailed. Participants were also less
likely to volunteer a pity target as compared to disgust, tdisgust-pity(16) = 5.90, p < .001, and
pride targets, tpride-pity(16) = 7.64, p < .001, to receive an electric shock. Willingness to harm
pride and disgust targets was statistically equivalent, tpride-disgust(16) = .25, ns (Figure 3).

fMRI Results
Whole-brain analyses—All clusters reported here are thresholded, t(20) = 3.15, p < .005,
with a minimum volume of 99 contiguous voxels (designated by rsfgen, see methods) unless
otherwise noted; MNI coordinates and volume are reported in Table 1. Neither the main
effect of event type, nor the main effect of target yielded clusters of activation that surpassed
the designated threshold for whole-brain exploratory analyses. The interaction between
event and target types identified two significant clusters centered on right insula (including
right middle frontal gyrus, MFG) and right superior parietal lobule (SPL), respectively.

To unpack the interactions, we computed mean coefficients for each of the 12 conditions, in
each participant, within each of the clusters separately (Figure 4). Activation in right insula/
MFG in response to negative events did not vary as a function of target, all pairwise ts(20) <
1.5, ns. During neutral events, disgust targets were associated with the greatest response in
right insula/MFG (M = .0084), followed by envy (M = .0057) and pride (M = .0046), which
were statistically equivalent, followed by pity targets (M = .0015). During positive events,
however, envy targets (M = .0072) elicited the strongest response compared to the other
three targets (note that the envy > pity comparison is only significant with a one-tailed test,
t(20) = 1.76, p < .05, one-tailed; Figure 4, top). Insula/MFG responses to disgust, envy, and
pride targets during positive events were statistically equivalent.2

2Insula/MFG responses during envy targets experiencing positive events (M = .0072) were statistically equivalent to responses during
disgust and envy targets experiencing neutral events (M = .0084 and .0057, respectively), but greater than pity and pride targets
experiencing neutral events (M = .0015 and .0046, respectively).
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In order to better understand the relative effects of the events for each target type, we
examined how insula/MFG responses changed when targets were paired with positive and
negative events, respectively, as compared to neutral events. For disgust targets, insula/MFG
responses were significantly lower when targets were paired with negative as compared to
neutral events, t(20) = −3.74, p < .01. In contrast, for pity targets, insula/MFG responses
were significantly higher when targets were paired with negative as compared to neutral
events, t(20) = 2.30, p < .05. The differences between responses to negative and neutral
events were not significant for envy or pride targets, ts < 1.3, ns. We ran parallel analyses
for positive events, which yielded a similar pattern. For disgust targets, insula/MFG
responses were significantly lower when targets were paired with positive as compared to
neutral events, t(20) = −3.43, p < .01. In contrast, for pity targets, insula/MFG responses
were significantly higher when targets were paired with positive as compared to neutral
events, t(20) = 2.01, p = .06. The differences between responses to positive and neutral
events were not significant for envy or pride targets, ts < 1.3, ns.

To address our hypothesis, we examined insula/MFG responses to positive as compared to
negative events across the four target types: in line with our predictions, insula/MFG
responses were significantly higher for envy targets paired with positive events as compared
to negative events, t(20) = 2.58, p < .05. The positive-negative comparisons were not
significant for the other target types, ts < 1.6, ns.

Activation in right SPL demonstrated a similar pattern of results: responses to negative
events did not vary as a function of target, all pairwise ts(20) < 1.4, ns. During neutral
events, disgust targets were associated with the greatest response in right superior parietal
lobule (M = .0135), followed by envy, pride, and finally pity targets. During positive events,
however, envy targets elicited the strongest response compared to the other 3 targets (Figure
4, bottom). SPL responses to disgust, pity, envy, and pride targets during positive events
were statistically equivalent.3

We also examined how SPL responses changed when targets were paired with positive and
negative events, respectively, as compared to neutral events. For disgust targets, SPL
responses were significantly lower when targets were paired with negative as compared to
neutral events, t(20) = −3.25, p < .01. In contrast, for pity targets, SPL responses were
significantly higher when targets were paired with negative as compared to neutral events,
though this difference was only significant with a one-tailed test, t(20) = 1.75, p = .05, one-
tailed. The differences between responses to negative and neutral events were not significant
for envy or pride targets, ts < 1.4, ns. We ran parallel analyses for positive events, which
yielded a slightly different pattern. For disgust targets, SPL responses were significantly
lower when targets were paired with positive as compared to neutral events, t(20) = −2.98, p
< .01. For envy targets, SPL responses were significantly higher when targets were paired
with positive as compared to neutral events, t(20) = 2.38, p < .05. The differences between
responses to positive and neutral events were not significant for pity or pride targets, ts <
1.5, ns.

Finally, we examined SPL responses to positive as compared to negative events across the
four target types: SPL responses were significantly higher for envy targets paired with
positive events as compared to negative events, t(20) = 3.12, p < .01. Again, the positive-
negative comparisons were not significant for the other target types, ts < 1.6, ns.

3SPL responses during envy targets experiencing positive events (M = .0145) were statistically equivalent to responses during disgust
targets experiencing neutral events (M = .0135), but greater than envy, pity, and pride targets experiencing neutral events (M = .
0112, .0051, and .0099, respectively).
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As suspected, self-reported affect ratings of target-event pairs did not correlate with insula/
MFG or SPL activation during corresponding stimuli, with one exception: participants who
exhibited less right insula/MFG activity while watching pity targets experience positive
events also reported feeling relatively better about those events, r(19) = −.60, p < .05. Again,
these analyses are independent because the subjective affect ratings were not included in the
GLM that defined the interaction contrast (Vul et al., 2009).

We also examined the correlation between harm ratings and activity in insula/MFG and SPL
while viewing event pairs. Harm ratings did not correlate with insula/MFG or SPL
activation during corresponding stimuli, again, with one exception: participants who
exhibited increased right insula/MFG activity while watching pity targets experience
positive events also reported being more willing to harm pity targets, r(15) = .56, p < .05.
Said another way, people who exhibited less insula/MFG activation when watching pity
targets experience positive events (i.e., an empathic response) not only reported feeling more
positive affect about those events, but also reported being less willing to harm pity targets in
a tradeoff scenario.

ROI analyses—We calculated the mean parameter estimates in ACC and bilateral AI for
each participant, for each of the 12 conditions, respectively. The group level analyses only
trended in the predicted direction; we report the findings in a footnote.4 We were interested
in examining whether activation in ACC and AI in response to positive and negative events
could predict harm ratings above and beyond self-reported affect. We ran a separate
regression for each target type: we entered self-reported affect ratings in response to positive
and negative events in the first step, average parameter estimates in ACC or AI in response
to neutral events in the second step, and average parameter estimates in ACC or AI in
response to positive and negative events in the final step. ACC activity in response to
positive and negative events did not predict willingness to harm any of the four target types.
Similar to the finding for pity targets reported above, increased AI activation, when
watching an envy target experience a positive event, was related to increased willingness to
harm envy targets (β = .59, t(15) = 2.48, p < .05); in contrast, increased AI activation, when
watching a pride/ingroup target experience a positive event, was related to decreased
willingness to harm ingroup targets (β = −.54, t(15) = −2.47, p < .05; Table 3).

Discussion
The current study demonstrates that participants felt best about negative events, and worst
about positive events when they happened to envy targets as compared to other targets. In
contrast people felt worse about negative events when they happened to pity targets as
compared to admired, ingroup targets, despite pity targets representing outgroups. The
current study also assessed the extent to which participants were willing to volunteer

4In order to examine the effect of positive and negative events on ACC and AI activation as a function of target (accounting for effect
of the targets’ pictures) we computed a difference score in each ROI subtracting responses during neutral events from responses
during positive and negative events, respectively. In other words, we calculated ‘negative events minus neutral events’ and ‘positive
events minus neutral events’ responses for disgust, envy, pity, and pride targets in ACC and AI. Target type did not have an effect on
ACC activity in response to negative events, Ftarget(3, 60) = 1.03, ns, nor in response to positive events, Ftarget(3, 60) = 1.94, ns.
In contrast, target type had a marginally significant effect on bilateral AI in response to negative events, Ftarget(3, 60) = 2.06, p = .11.
Insula activity in response to negative (minus neutral) events was lowest for the disgust targets, followed by envy, then pride, and
highest for pity targets. Paired t-tests revealed that the means for disgust and envy were statistically equivalent tenvy-disgust(20) =
0.24, ns, as were the means for pity and pride, tpity-pride(20) = 0.63, ns. In contrast, the means for disgust were significantly different
from pity, tpity-disgust(20) = 2.21, p < .05, and pride, tpride-disgust(20) = 2.18, p < .05. The means for envy were only marginally
different from pity, tpity-envy(20) = 1.64, p = .12, and not significantly different from pride, tpride-envy(20) = 1.27, ns.
Similarly, target type had a marginally significant effect on bilateral AI in response to positive events, Ftarget(3, 60) = 2.33, p = .08.
Paired t-tests revealed that this effect was driven by the difference between the pity and disgust means: AI response to positive events
for disgust targets were significantly lower than for pity targets, tpity-disgust(20) = 2.43, p < .05. None of the other targets were
significantly different from one another, all ts(20) < 1.43, ns.
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different targets for painful electric shocks: People were least willing to harm pity targets.
This accords with recent evidence that people are more willing to subject more agentic
targets (even good agents, such as Mother Teresa) to pain than less agentic targets (e.g., an
orphan, Gray & Wegner, 2009). As illustrated in Figure 3, participants’ self-reported harm
data did not support the hypothesis that participants would be more likely to harm disgust as
compared to pride targets. The extant literature reports dehumanized perception (e.g., Harris
& Fiske, 2006; 2009) as well as active and passive harm tendencies against disgust targets
(Cuddy et al., 2007). Our paradigm differs from previous studies, however, because we
place the targets in a context (i.e., experiencing positive or negative events We will need to
run follow-up studies to understand better the conditions under which disgust targets elicit
protective responses.

Functionally-defined insula responses varied as a function of event and target type. In line
with our hypotheses, insula/MFG responses were significantly higher when envy targets
were paired with positive as compared to negative events (i.e., a counter-empathic
response). In contrast to our hypotheses, however, we did not observe the opposite pattern
for pity or pride targets. Insula/MFG responses were not related to individual differences in
affect or harm ratings for envy targets; however, we observed a different pattern for pity
targets: relatively less insula/MFG activation when viewing pity targets paired with positive
events was related to feeling better about the events, and also related to decreased
willingness to submit pity targets to receive electric shocks in the harm tradeoff scenario. To
the extent that decreased AI in response to positive events at the individual level represents
an empathic response (or increased AI in response to positive events represents a counter-
empathic response), these data suggest that increased empathic resonance is related to
greater empathic affect and decreased aggressive behavioral responses to pity targets. These
findings also fit with studies of unfairness in social interactions: the less AI activation
participants exhibit in response to unfair offers from another person in an ultimatum game,
the less likely participants are to reject the offer (Sanfey et al., 2003).

Responses in functionally-defined SPL also varied as a function of target and event type:
SPL responses were significantly higher when envy targets were paired with positive as
compared to negative events. In contrast to the findings for insula/MFG, SPL responses
were not related to affect or harm ratings for any of the targets. Understanding the precise
role of the SPL in participants’ responses to ingroup and outgroup members’ good and bad
fortunes is beyond the scope of the current study. That said, recent research on the neural
representations of social hierarchies offers an interesting possibility: judgments of both
numerical magnitude and relative social rank elicit activity in bilateral intraparietal sulci and
adjacent regions of parietal cortex (Chiao, in press; Chiao et al., 2009). Moreover, activity in
these regions is greater when the comparison is between two close, as compared to two
distant targets. Social comparisons are essentially contrast effects (Wedell, 1994) and
abundant evidence suggests that the self constitutes a particularly pervasive standard in
evaluations of others (e.g., Dunning & Hayes, 1996). Thus it is possible that our participants
were most likely to engage in social comparison when confronted with an envy target. This
may initially seem to contradict the SCM’s predictions; however, evidence demonstrates
that average participants perceive envy targets as being similar to themselves, familiar, and
likely associates (Harris, Cikara, & Fiske, 2008). Indeed, although people compare
downward to feel better (Wills, 1981), people compare upward to otherwise-similar others
in order to feel inspired (see Fiske, 2011, for context). This link is purely speculative,
however, and does not address why the SPL response is so high for disgust targets
experiencing neutral events (see Footnote 3, Figure 4). Future studies should directly test
how participants rank themselves relative to specific SCM targets and why the effects of
social rank may shift as a function of the context in which the target is judged (i.e.,
experiencing a positive or negative event).
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Our data did not support our ACC and AI hypotheses at the group-level. Responses in
anatomically-defined ACC did not change as a function of target type paired with positive or
negative events (controlling for responses during neutral events). Responses in
anatomically-defined AI in the context of negative events (controlling for responses during
neutral events) were lower for disgust as compared to pity and pride targets, but equivalent
to envy targets, which were significantly lower than pity, but not pride targets. Finally, AI
responses in the context of positive events were significantly lower for disgust as compared
to pity targets, but none of the other contrasts were significant.

The most interesting finding was that individual differences analyses in anatomically-
defined AI related to willingness to harm ingroup versus outgroup targets. Participants who
exhibited decreased AI activation when viewing positive events (i.e., an empathic response)
paired with envy targets also reported being less willing to harm envy targets (similar to the
negative relationship between insula responses to pity targets with positive events and
harm). In contrast, participants who exhibited greater AI activation (i.e., perhaps arousal)
when viewing positive events happen to ingroup targets also reported being more willing to
harm ingroup targets. Thus, at the individual level, ingroup/outgroup distinctions moderate
the relationship between insula activation in response to positive events and willingness to
harm targets.

Our data did not support the hypothesis that individuals who exhibited less ACC and AI
activation (i.e., pain matrix network) in response to negative events happening to outgroup
targets’ would be related to increased willingness to harm said outgroups. We suspect that
this due to the nature of the stimuli: the targets in all of the images had neutral to smiling
facial expressions, which are congruent with experiencing neutral and positive events, but
incongruent with experiencing negative events (e.g., the furthest right panel in Figure 1).
This incongruence may have made it more difficult for participants to imagine the target’s
experience of negative events in the brief time allotted (2s). Future studies should either
increase stimulus exposure time, ensure that all faces are neutral, or find targets whose
expressions match the affect a person is expected to feel in response to positive, neutral, and
negative events, respectively.

General discussion
The implications of the current findings are that group-based modulations of empathy are
not as simple as more empathy for the ingroup (Mathur, Harada, Lipke, & Chiao, 2010) or
relatively less empathy for the outgroup (Avenanti et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2009): specific
outgroups in question, and their associated stereotypes matter. Furthermore, examining
affective and neural responses to both good and bad fortunes (with an appropriate neutral
baseline for comparison) is important because neural responses to positive events are often
overlooked in neuroimaging studies of empathic resonance. Modulation of empathic
responses has serious consequences, including decreased helping: people who attribute
fewer uniquely human emotions (e.g., anguish, mourning) to opposite-race Katrina victims
are also less willing to volunteer for relief efforts to help those victims (Cuddy, Rock, &
Norton, 2007). In the current study, individual differences in AI responses to positive events
are potent predictors of willingness to harm outgroup targets.

We employed a variety of methods to assess the effects of stereotype content on affective
and neural responses to a variety of social groups’ good and bad fortunes. Because
expressing counter-empathic responses is socially undesirable, people may feel
uncomfortable or unable to respond naturally in experimental settings. These dynamics have
made studying failures of empathy—and related phenomena such as Schadenfreude—a
methodological challenge (Cikara, Bruneau, & Saxe, in press). Using indirect measures such
as fMRI to complement self-report helps to circumvent some of the hurdles associated with
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measuring socially undesirable emotions and behaviors. In addition to providing converging
evidence for the effects of stereotypes on empathic responding, the current fMRI findings
add to a growing literature examining disruptions in empathy as it unfolds in the brain.
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Figure 1.
Stimulus examples (left to right): pity target/positive event, disgust target/neutral event,
envy target/negative event.
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Figure 2.
Ratings of how participants would feel in response to negative events and positive events
(note that the y-axis is different for the two graphs). Bars represent standard error.
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Figure 3.
Ratings of how willing participants would be to volunteer targets to receive electric shocks.
Bars represent standard error.
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Figure 4.
Top: Right insula/MFG cluster identified by the event by target interaction. Bottom: Right
SPL cluster identified by the event by target interaction. Mean parameter estimates are
plotted for each type of target, in response to negative (dark gray), neutral (light gray), and
positive events (white). Bars represent standard error.
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Figure 5.
Left: Average parameter estimates in anatomically-defined bilateral anterior insula in
response to viewing envy targets paired with positive events plotted against willingness to
harm envy targets. Right: Average parameter estimates in anatomically-defined bilateral
anterior insula in response to viewing pride targets paired with positive events plotted
against wiliness to harm pride targets.
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Table 1

Whole-brain analyses: Event Type X Target Group Level ANOVA

Regions x y z Cluster Size (Voxels)

Event

  ----

Target

  ----

Event X Target

 R insula/middle frontal gyrus 45 18 21 432

 R superior parietal Lobule −28 −62 48 184

Note. Peak voxel and cluster size (1 voxel = 3m3). Voxelwise significance threshold, p < .005. Coordinates refer to the Montreal Neurological
Institute stereotaxic space. The insula/MFG cluster includes anterior insula and regions of BA 9/6; the SPL cluster is centered on BA 7, extending
rostrally to include a dorsal region of BA 31.
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Table 2

Regressions Predicting Willingness to Harm

Parameter

Envy Target Pride/Ingroup Target

b SE b SE

Constant 6.23 3.25 −6.24 6.06

Negative Event Affect −0.51 0.27 0.45 0.43

Positive Event Affect −0.08 0.37 1.16 0.67

Neutral Event AI −3.28 57.77 93.58 78.86

Negative Event AI 3.16 38.18 13.15 49.06

Positive Event AI 150.93* 61.44 −135.31* 54.66

Note.

*
p < .05.

B = unstandardized coefficient
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